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Abstract
An As-rich variety of fergusonite-beta-(Y) occurs as greenish yellow pseudo-bipyramidal crystals
up to 1 mm in length in centimeter-sized secondary cavities within sub-horizontal pegmatite dikes at
Mount Cervandone (Western Alps, Italy). The mineral is associated with quartz, biotite, potassium
feldspar, and orange-yellow barrel-shaped hexagonal crystals of synchysite-(Ce) up to 2 mm in length.
Fergusonite-beta-(Y) crystallized during the Alpine metamorphism under amphibolite-facies conditions,
as a result of interaction between As-enriched hydrothermal fluids, circulating through the pegmatite
dikes, and precursor accessory minerals in the pegmatites enriched in high-field-strength elements.
These pegmatites are of NYF (niobium-yttrium-fluorine) geochemical type and served as the principal
source of Be, Y, Nb, Ta, and rare-earth elements (REE) that were liberated and redeposited as rare
Be-As-Y-REE minerals, including the As-rich fergusonite-beta-(Y). The latter mineral crystallizes
with monoclinic symmetry [a = 5.1794(14), b = 11.089(3), c = 5.1176(14) Å, β = 91.282(8)°, V =
293.87(14) Å3, space group I2/a] and has the empirical formula (Y0.70Dy0.07Er0.05Ca0.05Gd0.02U0.02Yb0.01
Tb0.01Th0.01Nd0.01)Σ0.95(Nb0.68As5+
0.27W0.06Ta0.01Si0.01)Σ1.03O4. The crystal structure of fergusonite-beta-(Y)
has been refined using a thermally untreated single crystal to R1 = 6.6% for 441 observed reflections
with Fo/σFo > 4. The incorporation of As in the structure of monoclinic fergusonite-type phases is
discussed in the context of the data available for synthetic analogs.
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Introduction and previous work
The compound YNbO4 (fergusonite) occurs as different
polymorphs depending on the temperature of crystallization
(Wolten 1967): a high-T polymorph (space group I41/a, no. 88,
Z = 4) isostructural with scheelite (CaWO4; Hazen et al. 1985)
and powellite (CaMoO4; Crichton and Grzechnik 2004); and a
low-T polymorph with the fergusonite-type structure (known
also in the mineralogical literature as fergusonite-beta, space
group I2/a, no. 15, Z = 4). The structures of both scheelite- and
fergusonite-type polymorphs were first determined by Komkov
(1959), who proposed the non-centrosymmetric space group I2
for the fergusonite type. This author observed the monoclinic
polymorph after annealing a natural tetragonal fergusonite crystal
at 1000 °C for 15 min. Neutron diffraction studies of synthetic
YNbO4 have shown that it actually crystallizes with space group
I2/a (no. 15, Weitzel and Schröcke 1980). The standard setting
for space group I2/a is C2/c, which can be obtained from the
former by applying the transformation matrix (001/010/101).
However, to facilitate comparison with the scheelite-type structure, we will use the body-centered setting in the present work.
Wolten and Chase (1967) observed in synthetic YTaO4 that the
low-T fergusonite-type structure forms only as a consequence
of a displacive second-order transformation of the scheelitetype structure. For the same compound, a different monoclinic
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polymorph (space group P2/a, no. 13, Z = 2) forms at T above
the tetragonal-monoclinic transition and transforms very slowly
on cooling to a scheelite-type structure through a discontinuous
transition. Sugitani and Nagashima (1975) claimed to have observed the P2/a monoclinic structure also in synthetic YNbO4.
Recently, Hori et al. (2006) have described the natural occurrence of YTaO4, approved as the new mineral iwashiroite-(Y),
whose structure has the same topology as wolframite (space
group P2/c, no. 13, with Z = 2). Due to the structural similarity
between iwashiroite-(Y) and wolframite and the extensive Nb for
Ta substitution in iwashiroite-(Y), the existence of a wolframitetype phase is expected also for YNbO4.
The stoichiometry of the above-mentioned three polymorphs
is of type ABX4, where the B sites are fourfold coordinated
and the A sites are eightfold coordinated. However, these three
polymorphs are not the only possible topologies for ABX 4
compounds with B = (Nb,Ta) and X = O. If A = Sb3+ or Bi3+, the
structure is orthorhombic and can be either polar (space group
Pc21n) or centrosymmetric (Pcnn), as seen in the stibiotantalitestibiocolumbite and bismutotantalite-bismutocolumbite series
(Galliski et al. 2001 and references therein). Even though the
charge distribution and lattice parameters of these phases are
similar to fergusonite (A = R3+, B = R5+), the topologies of
these minerals are completely different because in the Sb and
Bi oxides, both A and B sites are sixfold coordinated. A different, yet monoclinic, polymorph has been described at high P
for BaWO4 (BaWO4-II type, space group P21/n, no. 14, Z = 8),

